Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Research in plasmonic confinement of light to volumes much smaller than wavelength paved new routes to powerful amplification schemes in optical spectroscopies. In particular, we witnessed rapid advancements in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), surface-enhanced infrared spectroscopy (SEIRA), and surface plasmon-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy (PEF) \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\] over the last years. This progress was accompanied with the implementation of plasmonics to a range of analytical technologies for the detection of chemical and biological species that are relevant to important areas of medical diagnostics, food control, and security \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. Among these, fluorescence is arguably the mostly spread optical method, and it has been already routinely used for readout of assays over several decades. In PEF, fluorophore labels are coupled with the tightly confined field of surface plasmons---collective oscillation of charge density and associated electromagnetic field on a surface of metallic films and nanostructures. This interaction can be engineered to dramatically enhance emitted fluorescence light intensity which is desired for detecting minute amounts of analytes with improved limit of detection and shorten analysis time. PEF was subject to a number of excellent reviews over the last years covering the fundamental research on the interaction of nanoscale emitters with metallic surfaces \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\] as well as its implementation into advanced assays and applications for biological studies \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR11]--[@CR13]\]. This paper aims at updating these reviews and providing key leads for a design of plasmonic nanostructures for efficient amplification on realistic biochips. Firstly, fundamentals of surface plasmon--fluorophore interactions are introduced, and the performance characteristics of metallic nanostructures that are essential for strong enhancement of fluorescence signal are discussed. Afterwards, implementations of PEF biosensor devices for rapid detection of trace amounts of biomarkers and harmful compounds including toxins and pathogens are reviewed.

Interaction of Fluorophores with Surface Plasmons {#Sec2}
=================================================

The coupling of light with localized surface plasmons (LSPs---supported by metallic nanoparticles) and surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs---traveling along continuous metallic films) can provide strong confinement of electromagnetic field intensity. These fields can interact with fluorophores at their absorption *λ* ~ab~ and emission *λ* ~em~ wavelengths which alter respective transitions between the ground state and higher excited states (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1**a** Schematic of confined field of SPP and LSP modes coupled with a fluorophore and **b** Jablonski diagram showing surface plasmon-mediated transitions between the fluorophore ground state and higher excited states

Surface plasmon-induced changes in the excitation and decay rates can be classically described by Maxwell equations by using fluorophore absorption *μ* ~ab~ and emission *μ* ~em~ electric dipole moments \[[@CR8]\]. The excitation rate of a fluorophore *γ* ~e~ that is irradiated by an incident wave with the electric field *E* at the absorption wavelength *λ* ~ab~ can be expressed as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ {\gamma}_{\mathrm{e}}\propto {\left|E\cdot {\mu}_{\mathrm{ab}}\right|}^2 $$\end{document}$$

Let us note that Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) holds for small amplitudes of electric field *E* for which the excitation rate is far from saturation. After its excitation, the fluorophore can return to its ground state by emitting a photon at a higher wavelength *λ* ~em~ (radiative decay rate *γ* ~r~) or without emitting a photon (nonradiative decay rate *γ* ~nr~). Further, we denote an intrinsic radiative decay rate as *γ* ~r~^0^, nonradiative decay rate as *γ* ~nr~^0^, and quantum yield *η* ~0~ = *γ* ~r~^0^/(*γ* ~r~^0^ + *γ* ~nr~^0^) for a fluorophore in a homogenous aqueous environment. When the fluorophore is brought in the vicinity of a metallic structure, the radiative decay rate *γ* ~r~ and nonradiative decay rate *γ* ~nr~ = *γ* ~nr~^0^ + *γ* ~abs~ are changed due to the increased local density of optical states (LDOS) at *λ* ~em~ that is associated with plasmon-enhanced field intensity \|*E*\|^2^. This leads to the modified quantum yield *η* \[[@CR14]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For short distances from the metal surface *d* \< 15 nm, strong quenching of radiative transitions occurs due to Förster energy transfer between a fluorophore and a metal. This quenching is accompanied with metal-enhanced nonradiative decay rate *γ* ~abs~ that competes with *γ* ~r~, shortens the lifetime of the fluorophore excited state *τ* = 1/(*γ* ~r~ + *γ* ~nr~), and decreases the quantum yield *η*. At longer distances *d* that are below the decay length of surface plasmon field *L* ~p~, the emission via surface plasmons becomes dominant. When these surface plasmons are out-coupled to the far field, such interaction can enhance the radiative decay rate *γ* ~r~ and thus increase quantum yield *η*. As Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates, this effect is particularly strong for fluorophores with low intrinsic quantum yield *η* ~0~. For instance, the factor of *η*/*η* ~0~ ∼ 4 was calculated at the distance of *d* = 10 nm from a gold disk nanoparticle and a fluorophore with *η* ~0~ = 0.05. For a flat metallic surface, lower enhancement of the quantum yield is observed owing to the weaker field confinement of SPPs compared to LSPs. At a distance  *d* ≫ *L* ~p~, the emission from fluorophores is decoupled from surface plasmons and becomes only weakly affected by the interference with waves back-reflected from the metal surface \[[@CR15]\].Fig. 2**a** Simulated radiative rate ***γ*** ~**r**~ (associated with emission to far field ***γ*** ~**r**~^**ph**^ and via surface plasmons ***γ*** ~**r**~^**SP**^) and nonradiative rate ***γ*** ~**nr**~ and **b** respective changes in a quantum yield *η* for a fluorophore with low *η* ~0~  *=* 0.05 and high *η* ~0~  *=* 0.5 intrinsic quantum yield. The rates were normalized by the total decay rate ***γ*** ~**r**~^**ph**^ + ***γ*** ~**r**~^**SP**^ + ***γ*** ~**nr**~. A flat gold surface supporting SPPs and gold disk nanoparticle with a diameter of *D* = 110 nm and height of 50 nm supporting LSP were assumed. Simulations were carried out for a randomly oriented fluorophore in water and the emission wavelength of *λ* ~em~ = 670 nm

Let us note that the emission via dipolar LSP modes on metallic nanoparticles is directly converted to the far field via scattering, and thus, it contributes to *γ* ~r~. However, the emission via SPPs traveling along continuous metallic surfaces requires an additional coupler in order to extract such emitted radiation. Similar to surface plasmon resonance (SPR) spectrometers, reverse Kretschmann configuration of attenuated total internal reflection (ATR) method or diffraction on periodically corrugated metallic surface (grating) can be used. As Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows for the reverse Kretschmann configuration, the emission via SPPs is cross-coupled through a thin metallic film and forms a characteristic cone propagating in a high refractive index dielectric substrate \[[@CR8], [@CR16]\]. The fluorescence light cone is centered at the polar SPR angle *θ* for which SPPs on the top metal surface are phase-matched with optical waves in the dielectric substrate (see Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Similarly, diffraction-coupling of SPPs to propagating waves is possible through additional momentum provided by a periodic grating which allows for concentrating the emitted light towards a specific direction (see Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3**a** Simulated and experimental angular dependence of surface plasmon-coupled emission via regular surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and long-range surface plasmon polaritons (LRSPPs) with reverse Kretschmann configuration. **b** Angular distribution of emitted light from a dipole coupled with arrays of metallic nanoparticles supporting collective localized surface plasmons (reproduced with permission from \[[@CR65]\] and \[[@CR53]\])

The ability to control the emission angular distribution offers attractive means to increase the collecting efficiency of fluorescence light in fluorescence devices by its "beaming" towards a detector. Moreover, the highly directional fluorescence emission is useful for suppressing background signal that originates from (typically isotropic) scattering and auto-fluorescence. For the majority of fluorescence detection schemes, less than a few percent of emitted photons is delivered to a detector. As illustrated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, most of the emitted radiation intensity can be emitted via surface plasmons and subsequently out-coupled to a specific angle. The directionality of surface plasmon-coupled emission can be quantified by the following factor *f* \[[@CR17]--[@CR19]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In summary, the coupling of fluorophores with surface plasmons on metallic surfaces allows amplifying the intensity of detected fluorescence light by the combination of three effects---(1) increasing the excitation rate *γ* ~e~ through the plasmon-enhanced field intensity at the absorption wavelength of *λ* ~ab~, (2) enhancing fluorophore quantum yield *η*, and (3) high directionality *f* of plasmon-coupled emission at the wavelength *λ* ~em~:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \mathrm{EF}\propto \frac{\gamma_{\mathrm{e}}}{\gamma_{\mathrm{e}}^0}\times \frac{\eta }{\eta^0}\times f $$\end{document}$$where EF is the enhancement factor of detected fluorescence intensity with respect to that measured without the metallic structures (e.g., a free fluorophore in homogenous aqueous environment). Let us note that the enhancement factor strongly depends on the fluorophore orientation due to the polarization sensitivity of surface plasmon resonance. As the orientation of fluorophores is typically random, the enhancement factor measured for an ensemble of emitters is averaged across all possible orientations of the absorption and emission dipole moments *μ* ~ab~ and *μ* ~em~, respectively. In addition, the PEF amplification is highly surface sensitive and occurs only at distances *d* below the surface plasmon probing depth *L* ~p~. Therefore, it can provide means to better distinguish between specific fluorescence signal and background that originate from bulk effects including auto-fluorescence or scattering.

Surface Plasmon Field Intensity Enhancement {#Sec3}
===========================================

PEF is directly related to the strength of the field *E* generated in the vicinity of metallic surfaces. Therefore, the design of metallic nanostructures providing maximum field intensity enhancement upon the excitation of surface plasmons is of key importance. Various materials exhibit plasmonic characteristics including noble metals, transparent conducting oxides, graphene, and semiconductors \[[@CR20]\]. Among these, noble metals are preferably used for PEF as they support surface plasmons in the visible and near infrared part of the spectrum, and they exhibit low damping associated with inter- and intra-band transitions. The electromagnetic field intensity enhancement \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ that is accompanied with the coupling to surface plasmons strongly depends on the (complex) metal refractive index *n* ~m~. For LSPs, one can show that the field enhancement is approximately proportional to the figure of merit \|Re{*n* ~m~^2^}\|/Im{*n* ~m~^2^}. The coupling to SPPs on a continuous film is accompanied with the field enhancement that scales with a similar term (Re{*n* ~m~^2^})^2^/Im{*n* ~m~^2^}. The SPP figure of merit is plotted for gold, silver, and aluminum in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} and shows that aluminum can be the preferable metal of choice for PEF at wavelengths in the blue and UV region \[[@CR21]\]. In the visible and near infrared part of the spectrum, surface plasmons on silver and gold surfaces provide higher field enhancement which increases with the wavelength. Silver is known to provide stronger field intensity enhancement than gold (particularly at wavelengths *λ* \< 600 nm); however, gold is more often used due to its better chemical stability.Fig. 4Simulated figure of merit for the plasmon-enhanced field intensity associated with the excitation of SPPs on Al, Au, and Ag surfaces

Further, the field intensity enhancement \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ that is associated with the excitation of SPPs and LSPs on most commonly used metallic nanostructures is discussed. As the field intensity enhancement factors are difficult to measure directly, we provide an overview of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ values obtained from simulations (a brief summary can be found in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). We preferably selected works where the near-field simulations are supported by experimentally obtained data on far-field properties of studied metallic nanostructures. Let us note that further detailed information on plasmonic properties of metallic nanostructures can be found in numerous specialized review papers \[[@CR22]--[@CR26]\].Table 1Comparison of the field intensity enhancement at a distance from the metallic surface of *d* ∼10--20 nm for selected nanostructures supporting SPP and LSP modes. Figures reprinted with permission from references indicated on the right side

Continuous Metallic Films {#Sec4}
-------------------------

Characteristics of SPP modes traveling along metallic surfaces can be tuned by their mutual interaction. For instance, a thin metallic film supports SPP modes at each of its two surfaces. These modes become coupled when the thickness of the metal film *d* ~m~ is comparable with the plasmon penetration depth into the metal (typically up to 10 nm) and when the film is surrounded by dielectrics with similar refractive indices (as shown in the respective figure in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The spatial overlap and phase matching between SPPs leads to the establishing of coupled symmetrical and antisymmetrical surface plasmon polariton modes \[[@CR27]\]. The mode with the antisymmetrical profile of the parallel component of the electric field *E* ~∥~ is referred to as long range surface plasmon polariton (LRSPP) while the one with the symmetrical profile is short-range surface plasmon polariton (SRSPP). LRSPPs are weaker guided by the metal film than regular SPPs, and thus, they can propagate to longer distances and exhibit decreased Ohmic losses, and their field probes to larger distances *L* ~p~ from the metal surface. Another type of coupled SPP mode can be excited on metallic surfaces with dense subdiffractive gratings \[[@CR28]\]. Diffraction on such periodic modulation let counter-propagating SPPs interact which opens a bandgap in the SPP dispersion relation. Two Bragg-scattered surface plasmon polariton (BSSPP) modes occur at edges of the bandgap with the field intensity localized either in grating valleys or at peeks of the periodic modulation.

The coupling to SPP-like modes provides field intensity enhancement \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^  that exponentially decays from the metal surface. As calculated in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} for a gold surface and distance of *d* = 15 nm, the field intensity enhancement \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ increases with the wavelength and follows the dependence of the figure of merit presented in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The enhancement for ATR and diffraction grating-based SPP couplers is similar, and it reaches \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^  ∼10 at *λ* = 550 nm and ∼85 at *λ* = 900 nm. The excitation of LRSPP modes on a gold film with *d* ~m~ = 20 nm is accompanied with an enhancement that is stronger by a factor of 3--5 and allows reaching significantly longer distances *L* ~p~ with respect to regular SPPs. The behavior of BSSPP modes is analogical to LRSPPs and SRSPPs and exhibits similar features \[[@CR29]\].Fig. 5Simulated field intensity enhancement at the distance of *d* = 15 nm for the full coupling efficiency to SPPs (diffraction grating---*stars* and Kretschmann geometry---*dashed line*) and LRSPP (Kretschmann geometry---*dotted line*). The thicknesses of a gold film of *d* ~m~ = 50 and 20 nm were assumed for Kretschmann configuration for SPP and LRSPP modes, respectively. For the diffraction-based coupling, the period and modulation depth of sinusoidal grating was adjusted for normal incidence excitation

In order to further boost the field intensity enhancement up, the field of SPPs can be confined in the direction parallel to the surface. A continuous metal film that is perforated by arrays of nanoholes (see the respective figure in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) represents a well-characterized system \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\] that can act as a diffraction grating for the excitation of SPPs and at the same time supports laterally confined LSPs. In a different example, finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations were carried out for the metallic grating with narrow, high-aspect-ratio grooves enabling diffraction-based excitation of SPPs that interact with LSP modes at the grooves \[[@CR32]\]. This work predicted large field intensity enhancement of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^  ∼10^3^ at LSP wavelength of *λ* = 820 nm for a gold grating structure with 60-nm-wide and 90-nm-deep grooves arranged with a period of *Λ* = 560 nm. Another approach that takes advantage of the interplay between SPP and LSP modes utilized a relief concentric grating with a narrow hole in its center (see the respective figure in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) \[[@CR33], [@CR34]\]. FDTD analysis of a silver film with five concentric grooves (period *Λ* = 440 nm) surrounding a nanohole (diameter of 140 nm) showed a field enhancement of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ ∼40 that was associated with the focusing of SPPs to the central nanohole supporting LSPs at the wavelength *λ* = 585 nm \[[@CR33]\].

Metallic Nanoparticles {#Sec5}
----------------------

The plasmonic structure that has arguably become the most investigated in detail is the spherical metallic nanoparticle. If its diameter *D* is much smaller than the resonant wavelength *λ*, it supports only a dipole LSP mode with the field intensity decreasing away from the metal as ∼(*D*/\[0.5*D + d*\])^3^ \[[@CR35]\]. This formula gives an estimate of the probing depth LSP field that roughly scales with the particle diameter *L* ~p~ ∼*D*. The excitation of LSPs on a gold spherical nanoparticle immersed in water provides a moderate maximum field intensity enhancement of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ ∼18 as calculated for *D* = 20 nm at *λ* = 521 nm. Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) occurs at higher wavelengths on nanoparticles with a thin metallic shell capping a spherical dielectric core (nanoshell particles---see the respective figure in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The interaction of LSP modes at the inner and outer metal surfaces red shifts the LSPR wavelength and allows reaching higher field intensity strength \[[@CR36]\]. For instance, a nanoshell nanoparticle with the outer diameter of *D* = 54 nm and gold layer thickness of 14 nm was shown to enhance the field intensity by a factor of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ ∼10^2^ at the resonant wavelength *λ* = 617 nm \[[@CR37]\]. Nanoparticles with decreased symmetry support multiple LSP modes at different wavelengths. For example, elongated rod metallic nanoparticles support LSP modes with a dipole moment oscillating parallel and perpendicular to the nanoparticle axis \[[@CR38]\]. Higher enhancement occurs for the excitation of LSP with the parallel dipole moment which concentrates the field intensity at nanoparticle tips. For instance, a gold rod nanoparticle with a length of 77 nm and a diameter of 28 nm was reported to enhance the field intensity by a factor of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ ∼10^2^ \[[@CR39]\] at the resonant wavelength *λ* = 780 nm. In general, sharper metallic tips allow for more efficient concentrating of the light intensity. For example, gold triangle nanoparticles with a side length of 100 nm and a height of 20 nm were predicted to provide the field intensity enhancement \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ \>10^3^ at the resonant wavelength *λ* = 514 nm \[[@CR40]\]. However, let us note that such field enhancement strongly decreases with increasing tip curvature and distance *d* from the metal. Therefore, the field intensity enhancement that can be experimentally achieved at distances *d* relevant to PEF is typically significantly lower.

Metallic Nanoparticle Dimers {#Sec6}
----------------------------

Individual nanoparticles can serve as building blocks for the design of more complex metallic nanostructures with controlled LSPR properties. Near-field interaction of two spherical metallic nanoparticles brought in close proximity (nanoparticle dimer) leads to an establishment of a new LSP mode with a dipole moment aligned parallel to the dimer axis. This mode strongly confines the field intensity in the gap. For example, the maximum field enhancement of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ ∼1.8 × 10^3^ was simulated by FDTD method for a gap LSP mode at a wavelength of *λ* = 633 nm that was supported by gold nanoparticles with a diameter of *D* = 30 nm and gap width of 3 nm \[[@CR41]\]. Two end-to-end oriented gold rod nanoparticles were predicted to enhance the field intensity by a higher factor of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ ∼10^4^ for a dimer gap width of 1 nm and resonant wavelength between *λ* = 700 and 800 nm \[[@CR38], [@CR42]\]. The employment of triangular nanoparticle dimers with sharp tips oriented towards each other allows for even tighter confinement of the field intensity. This system is referred as to "bow tie" nanoantenna (see the respective figure in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Green's tensor-based model predicted the field enhancement \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ \>10^3^ for a bow tie nanoparticle with a gap width of a few nanometers and LSPR wavelength at *λ* ∼800 nm \[[@CR42]\]. The enhancement rapidly drops with increasing gap width. For instance, the enhancement factor of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ = 2 − 3  ×  10^2^ was simulated for the gold bow tie nanoparticle with a gap width of ∼20 nm and realistic tip curvature at a similar resonant wavelength \[[@CR43]\]. It should be noted that the majority of studies describe idealized nanoparticle geometries, and we witnessed only recently simulations that take into account their roughness and shape irregularities \[[@CR44]\].

Metallic Nanoparticle Arrays {#Sec7}
----------------------------

Periodic arrays of metallic nanoparticles enable enhancing the field intensity through long- and short-distance coupling of LSPs supported by individual nanoparticles \[[@CR25]\]. For distances between nanoparticles that are close to the wavelength of incident light, long-distance (diffraction) interaction dominates and it is typically manifested as narrowing of the LSPR absorption band \[[@CR45]\]. For short distances that are comparable with the decay length of LSPs *L* ~p~, near-field interaction of LSPs builds up which is accompanied by a shift of LSPR wavelengths and altered field intensity profile in the vicinity of the nanoparticles. For near-field interaction with the gap width between plasmonic nanoparticles \>10 nm, typically only moderate enhancement occurs. For instance, \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ ∼10 was reported for dense rectangular square arrays of gold disk nanoparticles \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\] at wavelengths of 530--630 nm. Similarly, an inverse structure of densely packed nondiffractive arrays of nanoholes yields intensity enhancements of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ ∼16 at wavelength of *λ* = 600 nm \[[@CR46]\]. The LSP field strength can be increased by using arrays of sharp nanoparticles such as nanotriangles that are arranged in a structure that resembles a bow tie nano-antenna. For instance, field enhancement of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ ∼10^2^ at *λ* = 780 nm has been simulated for closely packed arrays of silver triangle nanoparticles by FDTD \[[@CR48]\].

Diffractive coupling between metallic nanoparticles provides an alternative mechanism to achieve larger LSP field intensity enhancements. Such interaction gives rise to collective (lattice) localized surface plasmons (cLSPs), and it should be noted that this type of interaction is particularly strong for symmetrical geometry (i.e., the refractive index above and below the arrays is the same) \[[@CR49]\]. It origins from phase matching of LSPs at wavelengths that coincide with the LSPR band of individual nanoparticles. With respect to regular LSPs, collective localized surface plasmons trap light at a surface more efficiently and exhibit decreased radiative damping which consequently leads to strong enhancements \[[@CR45], [@CR50]--[@CR52]\]. FDTD simulations of cLSP arrays of gold disk nanoparticles showed more than tenfold increased field strength compared to identical individual LSP nanoparticles \[[@CR53]\]. The same work predicted the enhancement of \|*E*\|^2^/\|*E* ~0~\|^2^ = 2 × 10^2^ for cLSPs at wavelengths *λ* = 630--670 nm and relatively large distance of *d* = 20 nm.

Plasmon-Enhanced Fluorescence {#Sec8}
=============================

Even though early investigations on surface plasmon-mediated fluorescence date several decades back \[[@CR54], [@CR55]\], we currently witnessed a rapidly increasing number studies on this phenomenon that were performed on ensembles of fluorophores and more recently also for individual fluorophores \[[@CR14], [@CR56]\]. These efforts resulted in the development of plasmonic structures that enhance the fluorescence intensity over three orders of magnitude EF \> 10^3^ \[[@CR43], [@CR57]\]. This section is devoted to the deconvoluting of key factors acting in efficient PEF. We particularly focus on the choice of a metallic nanostructure that determines the strength of surface plasmon field *E*, spectral overlap of surface plasmon resonances with fluorophore excitation and/or emission wavelengths, orientation and intrinsic quantum yield of fluorophores, and methods for the extracting of surface plasmon-coupled emission from a surface to the far field. A comparison of PEF performance characteristics for selected plasmonic structures is presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. Let us note that if not stated differently, the discussed studies were performed with ensembles of dye molecules randomly attached to the top of a spacer layer that controls the distance from the metal *d*.Table 2Experimentally determined fluorescence enhancement factors EF with the information on plasmonic nanostructure, type of supported surface plasmon modes, and intrinsic quantum yield of used fluorophore. Studies in which dyes were attached at the distance *d* = 10--20 nm from a metal are preferably selectedPlasmonics structureEFFluorophore (*η* ~0~)*f*Ref.Continuous metallic films Au, ATR-coupled SPP32Rhodamine-6G (0.95)High\[[@CR58]\] Au, ATR-coupled SPP17MR 21\[[@CR104]\] Ag, 2D grating-coupled SPP100Cy5 (0.28)High\[[@CR68]\] Au, 1D grating-coupled SPP13CdSe-ZnS QD (0.45)High\[[@CR122]\] Au, 1D grating-coupled SPP24Cy5 (0.28)High\[[@CR123]\] Au bull's eye, hybrid SPP and LSP77AF 647 (0.3)High\[[@CR34]\] Ag, 1 D grating SPP30Rhodamine 6G (0.95)High\[[@CR124]\]Nanoclusters Ag/Au, 2D nanoclusters, LSP9.4Cy5 (0.28)\[[@CR125]\] Ag/Au, 2D nanoclusters, LSP35Cy5 (0.28)\[[@CR72]\] Ag, rough nanopourous film, LSP30Rhodamine-6G (0.95)\[[@CR126]\] Ag, island film, LSP50Bis benzimidazo perylene\[[@CR127]\]Chemically synthesized nanoparticles Au core dielectric shell, LSP40IR800 (0.07)\[[@CR73]\] Ag spherical NP, LSP13--15AF488 (0.92)\[[@CR14]\] Au spherical NP, LSP8--10Nile Blue (0.8)\[[@CR128]\] Ag spherical NP aggregated, LSP170Atto 655 (0.13)\[[@CR75]\] Ag spherical NP on Ag film, SPP coupled with LSP1,000perylene diimideHigh\[[@CR76]\] Au nanorod, LSP20.8Oxazine-725\[[@CR74]\] Ag spherical hollow NP, LSP300Cy5 (0.28)\[[@CR129]\] Ag core dielectric shell, LSP94Octadecyl Rhodamine B (R18)\[[@CR130]\]Lithography fabricated nanoparticles Bow tie NP, LSP1,340TPQDI (0.025)\[[@CR43]\] Au gap-antenna, LSP1,100Alexa Fluor 647 with quencher (0.08)\[[@CR57]\] Au D2PA, LSP2,970ICG (0.012)\[[@CR78]\] Ag nanodisks, LSP15Cy3 (0.04)\[[@CR79]\] Au nanodisks, LSP15CdSe--ZnS QDs (0.3--0.5)\[[@CR80]\] Au nanoholes, hybrid SPP and LSP82Oxazine 720 (0.6)\[[@CR82]\] Ag nanoholes, hybrid SPP and LSP110Cy5 (0.28)\[[@CR68]\] Au nanodisk over metal film, LSP600IR800 (0.07)\[[@CR131]\] Au nanotriangle, LSP83Alexa Fluor 790 (0.04)\[[@CR48]\]

Flat Continuous Metallic Films {#Sec9}
------------------------------

SPPs on continuous metallic surfaces were mostly used for enhancing the excitation field strength at *λ* ~ab~ and for exploiting the surface plasmon-driven emission at *λ* ~em~. The fluorescence signal increase of EF = 32 was measured for the excitation of high quantum yield rhodamine-6G dye (*η* ~0~ = 0.95, *λ* ~ab~ = 530 nm, *λ* ~em~ = 550 nm) via SPPs at a distance of about *d* ∼10 nm \[[@CR58]\]. In this work, Kretschmann configuration with a thin silver film was used to generate SPPs at a wavelength of 543 nm. A similar value was obtained for medium quantum yield Cy5 dye (*η* ~0~ = 0.28, *λ* ~ab~ = 640 nm, *λ* ~em~ = 670 nm) that was probed by SPPs on a gold surface at a higher wavelength of *λ* = 633 nm \[[@CR11]\]. Layer structures that support LRSPPs allow the further increase of the excitation strength at *λ* ~ab~ owing to smaller damping of these modes and associated stronger field intensity \[[@CR59]\]. For Cy5 dyes attached onto a gold surface at a distance *d* = 15--20 nm, an additional two- to threefold increment of fluorescence intensity was reported compared to that for regular SPPs \[[@CR60], [@CR61]\]. These values are lower than the field intensity enhancement predicted in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} which is mostly caused by morphology changes of very thin metal films deposited on a low refractive index fluoropolymer (e.g., Teflon or Cytop with low surface energy are used to generate the symmetrical refractive index structure) \[[@CR61]\]. As the probing depth *L* ~p~ of LRSPPs can reach up to several microns, it allows for order of magnitude higher fluorescence signals for architectures where fluorophores are dispersed in an extended 3D matrix rather than attached on a surface or embedded in a thin dielectric film \[[@CR60]\].

As Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows, SPPs can efficiently collect fluorescence light (more than 50 % photons) emitted at emission wavelength *λ* ~em~ from a close proximity to a metallic surface. Figures [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrate that the surface plasmon-coupled fluorescence emission (SPCE) can tunnel through a thin metal film into a dielectric substrate where emitted light forms a highly directional characteristic cone propagating into the far field. This type of emission at *λ* ~em~ can be combined with the excitation via SPPs at *λ* ~ab~ which occurs at a slightly different angle \[[@CR62]\]. In order to collect the SPCE signal that is isotropic in azimuthal angle *ϕ*, elements such as hemispherical prism \[[@CR62]\], dielectric paraboloid element \[[@CR63]\], and concentric diffraction grating \[[@CR64]\] were developed (see Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The use of LRSPPs to collect fluorescence light is less efficient than regular SPPs (owing to the weaker field confinement) but offers the advantage of narrower angular distribution and higher peak intensity of SPCE \[[@CR65]\]. In addition, let us note that SCPE can be canceled by the design of SPP dispersion relation, so a bandgap occurs at wavelengths close to *λ* ~em~ \[[@CR66]\].Fig. 6Optical elements for the extraction of SPCE utilizing reverse Kretschmann configuration and **a** paraboloid elements and **b** concentric diffractive lens (reproduced with permission from \[[@CR63]\] and \[[@CR66]\])

Periodically Corrugated Continuous Metallic Films {#Sec10}
-------------------------------------------------

Diffraction on periodically corrugated metallic surfaces provides an alternative means for simultaneous SPP-enhanced excitation at *λ* ~ab~ and extraction of SPP-driven emission of fluorescence light at *λ* ~em~ \[[@CR55], [@CR67]\]. For example, this combined approach allowed for the enhancement of fluorescence signal with a factor of EF = 40 and 10^2^ for 1D and crossed 2D gratings, respectively \[[@CR68]\]. These results were obtained for a medium quantum yield Cy5 dye immobilized on a gold grating with the modulation period of *Λ* = 400 nm, depth of 20--25 nm, and a 20-nm-thick SiO~2~ spacer layer preventing quenching \[[@CR68]\]. A metallic circular grating (so-called bull's eye) with a nanohole in its center was employed for the amplification of fluorescence signal emitted by dyes that diffused in the nanohole cavity \[[@CR34], [@CR69]\] (see the respective figure in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Compared to regular gratings, a larger enhancement factor of EF = 1.2 × 10^2^ was reported for medium quantum yield Alexa Fluor 647 (*η* ~0~ = 0.33, *λ* ~ab~ ∼650 nm, and *λ* ~em~ ∼665 nm) and reference flat gold film structure \[[@CR34]\]. This amplification strategy took advantage of surface plasmon coupling at both *λ* ~ab~ and *λ* ~em~ wavelengths. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} illustrates how the design of periodic concentric grating allowed controlling the directionality of SPP-driven fluorescence emission by changing the phase of SPP modes that scattered on concentric grooves.Fig. 7Diffraction control of angular distribution of fluorescence emission by series of concentric grooves (bull's eye structure presented in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) with varied offset *a* between the first groove and the aperture center (reproduced with permission from \[[@CR69]\])

Metallic Islands and Nanoclusters {#Sec11}
---------------------------------

Fluorescence enhancement on substrates with metallic islands and nanoclusters was subject to research since the 1980s \[[@CR70]\]. This approach offers the advantage of a relatively simple preparation procedure and provides moderate enhancement factors through the combined effect of LSP field-enhanced fluorescence excitation rate *γ* ~e~ and increased quantum yield *η*. For instance, silver islands with size between 20 and 80 nm enhanced the fluorescence signal from adsorbed bovine serum albumin protein that was conjugated with Texas Red dye (*η* ~0~ = 0.2, *λ* ~ab~ = 590 nm, and *λ* ~em~ = 615 nm) by a factor of EF = 8--16 \[[@CR71]\]. These structures exhibited a broad LSPR absorption band centered at a wavelength of *λ* ∼450 nm that was below the dye excitation and emission bands. Annealing a thin stack of silver and gold films with varied thicknesses allowed for tuning LSPR wavelength of bi-metal nanoclusters between *λ* = 450 and 550 nm \[[@CR72]\]. These structures were coated with an amorphous silicon--carbon alloy which simultaneously served as a protection and spacer layer. Obtained results showed that the enhancement increases when the LSPR wavelength is tuned towards *λ* ~ab~ and *λ* ~em~ of used Cy5 dye, and the maximum value of EF = 35 was achieved.

Chemically Synthesized Metallic Nanoparticles {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------

A chemically synthesized spherical metallic nanoparticle was attached to a sharp glass tip and it was approached individual dyes on a glass substrate \[[@CR14]\]. This arrangement allowed for precise control of the distance *d* between the nanoparticle and fluorophore. Obtained results revealed an optimum distance of around *d* ∼10 nm for high quantum yield Alexa Fluor 488 dye (*η* ~0~ = 0.92, *λ* ~ab~ ∼495 nm, *λ* ~em~ ∼519 nm) and silver nanoparticle with a diameter of 80 nm. At this distance, the fluorescence intensity emitted into the glass substrate was enhanced by a factor of EF = 13--15 when the dye was excited via LSPs at the wavelength of 488 nm \[[@CR14]\]. The same work reported similar enhancement of EF = 8--9 for medium quantum yield Nile Blue dye (*η* ~0~ = 0.27, *λ* ~ab~ ∼627 nm, *λ* ~em~ ∼630 nm) and gold spherical nanoparticle supporting LSPR at longer wavelength of *λ* = 637 nm. Gold nanoshell particles can be used for the fluorescence enhancement in near infrared (NIR) spectrum. Nanoshell particles with 15 nm thick gold capping layer, outer diameter of 78 nm, and LSPR wavelength *λ* ∼800 nm were decorated with human serum albumin conjugated with low quantum yield IR800 dye (*η* ~0~ = 0.07, *λ* ~ab~ = 745 nm, *λ* ~em~ = 795 nm) \[[@CR73]\]. Measured fluorescence intensity (emitted per attached dye) was enhanced by a factor of EF = 40 with respect to that for an identical labeled protein in a solution. The same study showed that a gold rod nanoparticle with LSPR wavelength at *λ* ∼800 nm enhanced the fluorescence signal by a lower factor of EF = 9. This enhancement was increased when the transversal and longitudinal LSPRs were engineered to spectrally overlap with fluorophore absorption *λ* ~ab~ and emission *λ* ~em~ wavelengths. The enhancement of EF = 20.8 was obtained for Oxazine-725 dye on gold rod nanoparticles with transverse and parallel LSP modes tuned to wavelengths 532 and 720 nm, respectively \[[@CR74]\]. Significantly stronger enhancement of EF = 1.7 × 10^2^ was observed for fluorophore molecules exposed to more tightly confined field in gaps between plasmonic nanoparticles \[[@CR75]\]. This approach was studied by using aggregates of spherical silver nanoparticles with a diameter of 37 nm and trapped medium quantum yield Atto-655 dyes (*η* ~0~ = 0.3, *λ* ~ab~ = 663 nm, *λ* ~em~ = 684 nm). Even larger enhancement factor of EF ∼1.1 × 10^3^ was reported for perylene diimide dye that was dispersed in a 2-3-nm spacer layer between a silver naoparticle (diameter of 80 nm) and a flat silver surface supporting a confined gap LSP mode \[[@CR76]\]. However, it should be noted that such large EF value was partially obtained due to the fact that the reference measurement was performed for a dye at a very small distance of *d* = 2--3 nm from a silver surface (which leads to strong quenching; see Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

Metallic Nanostructure Arrays Prepared by Lithography {#Sec13}
-----------------------------------------------------

Modern lithography provides powerful fabrication tools for the preparation of metallic nanostructures that can be tailored for very efficient PEF studies on individual fluorophore molecules. Fluorescence enhancement of EF = 1.3 × 10^3^ was reported for bow tie nanoparticles (see the respective figure in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) and a low quantum yield TPQDI dye (*η* ~0~ = 0.025, *λ* ~ab~ ∼790 nm, *λ* ~em~ = 850 nm) \[[@CR43]\]. These structures were prepared by electron beam lithography (EBL), and it is important to note that such high EF was observed for individual molecules that were positioned in an approximately 30-nm-wide gap between the sharp nanoparticle tips. A similar enhancement factor of EF = 1.1 × 10^3^ was obtained for low quantum yield Alexa Fluor dye (reduced to *η* ~0~ = 0.08 by a quencher) two half cylindrical nanoparticles fabricated by focused ion beam milling (FIB) \[[@CR57]\]. Even more complex metallic nanoparticle geometries such as those resembling Yagi Uda nanoantenna were prepared by EBL for the fluorescence measurements on single emitters including quantum dots \[[@CR77]\] or dyes \[[@CR18]\]. Nanoimprint lithography was used for the preparation of dense arrays hierarchical structures comprising gold disk nanoparticles with around 100 nm diameter above a metallic backplane. Inside the narrow gap between disk nanoparticles and the backplane, additional gold clusters with a diameter of 5--25 nm were formed \[[@CR78]\]. This system exhibited broad LSPR resonance centered at around 800 nm, and it was reported to allow for large EF of fluorescence light emitted from low quantum yield infrared dye indocyanine green (ICG, *η* ~0~ = 0.012, *λ* ~ab~ = 783 nm, *λ* ~em~ ∼850 nm). The enhancement factor of 1.1 × 10^3^ was measured for an ensemble of dyes that were randomly attached at the distance of *d* = 5 nm from the gold surface. In addition, experiments on individual dyes indicated an enormous maximum enhancement of EF = 4.5 × 10^6^.

Periodic arrays of metallic nanoparticles with weakly interacting dipole LSPs were used in numerous investigations with ensembles of fluorophores. Rectangular arrays of silver disk nanoparticles with a diameter of 120 nm and height of 27 nm were prepared by nanoimprint lithography (NIL) and showed the maximum enhancement factor of EF = 15.8 per attached low quantum yield Cy3 dye (*η* ~0~ = 0.04, *λ* ~ab~ = 550 nm, and *λ* ~em~ = 570 mn) \[[@CR79]\]. The period of the structure was adjusted to *Λ* = 200 nm in order to match the LSPR wavelength to that of focused excitation beam (*λ* = 543 nm) and Cy3 dye absorption wavelength *λ* ~ab~. Similar fluorescence enhancement was reported for arrays of gold nanodisk and CdSe--ZnS quantum dots (*λ* ~em~ ∼600 nm) which were excited by a broad wavelength spectrum of mercury lamp \[[@CR80]\]. Quantum dots were selectively attached to the gold nanoparticles with varied thickness of the spacer film that was prepared by successive coating by 1-4-dibiotinylbutane and streptavidin layers. The highest (area compensated) enhancement was achieved for the structure with spacer layer thickness of *d* = 16 nm, disk diameter of 100 nm, and period of *Λ* = 200 nm which supported LSPs at *λ* = 580 nm. Dense arrays of silver nanotriangles which were produced by colloidal lithography revealed fluorescence amplification of EF = 83 for Alexa Fluor 790 (*η* ~0~ = 0.04, *λ* ~ab~ = 782 nm, and *λ* ~em~ = 804 mn) \[[@CR48]\].

Complementary structures with metallic films perforated by nanohole arrays were utilized for PEF that takes advantage of the interplay between SPP and nanohole LSP modes. For instance, EBL-fabricated nanohole arrays with a diameter of 100 nm and period between *Λ* = 350 and 650 nm were reported to enhance the fluorescence signal by a factor of EF = 82 for Oxazine 720 (*η* ~0~ = 0.6, *λ* ~ab~ = 620 nm, *λ* ~em~ = 650 nm \[[@CR81]\]) and the excitation wavelength *λ* = 633 nm \[[@CR82]\]. This enhancement was achieved for a period of *Λ* = 553 nm which allowed simultaneous excitation and emission of fluorescence light by LSPs supported by nanoholes and diffraction-coupled SPPs. Similar enhancements of EF = 1.1 × 10^2^ have been reported for Cy5 on a silver nanohole array protected by a 20-nm SiO~2~ spacer film \[[@CR68]\].

In summary, the coupling of fluorophores with intense fields of surface plasmons can amplify emitted fluorescence light intensity by several orders of magnitude. The highest enhancements were demonstrated in measurements with single fluorophores that were placed into plasmonic hotspots. In combination with low quantum yield dyes, several groups reported the fluorescence enhancement \>10^3^ for such configurations.

Interface Architectures {#Sec14}
=======================

In order to exploit the amplification of fluorescence signal in detection assays, surfaces of metallic nanostructures have to carry biomolecular recognition elements (BREs) that can specifically capture the target analyte from a liquid sample. As such surface chemistries were already subject to thorough reviews \[[@CR83], [@CR84]\], this section provides only a brief overview of commonly used building blocks. Rather, we focus on biointerfacial systems that were adopted for selective (local) attachment of biomolecules at plasmonic hotspots. We discuss some key implications for the sensitivity of fluorescence biosensors which utilize such structures. In particular, it is important to note that the local functionalization of plasmonic hotspots is on the one hand favorable as it assures high fluorescence signal associated with a binding event, but on the other hand it leads to lower average density of BREs on the sensor surface and potentially to smaller probability of analyte capture. These two effects may act counter each other and thus hinder the sensitivity of PEF biosensor technologies.

Functionalization Building Blocks {#Sec15}
---------------------------------

In biosensor applications, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) represent a popular class of materials used for tailoring properties of interfaces between a transducer and liquid sample \[[@CR85]--[@CR87]\]. Alkanethiol SAMs offer a powerful toolbox for reliable attachment of biomolecules to noble metal surfaces via amine coupling, his-tag, and biotin--streptavidin interaction. Silanes-based chemistries are preferably used for the functionalization of oxide layers \[[@CR72], [@CR88]\] which often serve as a protection layer and a spacer film for the control of a distance between a fluorophore and metal *d*. S-layer protein SAMs were employed for the modification of surfaces of plasmonic biosensors, and specific fusion proteins carrying functional groups that react with biotin tags \[[@CR89]\] or immunoglobulin (IgG) Fc regions \[[@CR90], [@CR91]\] were developed. Another important route for the functionalization of metallic surfaces utilizes synthetic or natural polymers. When attached to the metal surface, they can provide an open 3D structure that accommodates larger amounts of biomolecules than a 2D system relying on SAMs. For instance, poly(*N*-isopropylacryamide) \[[@CR61]\] and dextran-based \[[@CR92]\] cross-linked polymer networks and dextran-based brushes \[[@CR93]\] were successfully utilized in PEF biosensors that took advantage of high-binding capacity matrices (see Fig. [8a](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). In order to control the distance between fluorophores and a metallic surface *d*, layer-by-layer deposition of polymer spacer layers was commonly used \[[@CR4], [@CR94]\].Fig. 8Example of **a** three-dimensional binding capacity binding matrix utilizing a cross-linked polymer network (reproduced with permission from \[[@CR92]\]) and **b** local modification of inner walls of cylindrical metallic nanoholes with two-dimensional SAM by using material-selective local chemistries (reproduced with permission from \[[@CR96]\])

Local Functionalization {#Sec16}
-----------------------

Precise attachment of BREs to areas where electromagnetic field is confined (plasmonic hotspots) is crucial in order to harness the large fluorescence signal amplification enabled by PEF on metallic nanostructures. The reason is that only those molecular binding events occurring in plasmonic hotspots contribute to a strongly amplified fluorescence signal while the binding taking place outside plasmonic hotspots does not. EBL was proposed for the selective functionalization of gold nanorod arrays by using a PMMA mask with clearance windows for selective access to nanorod tips \[[@CR95]\]. Another potentially simpler approach based on material selective surface modification was reported for arrays of metallic nanoholes \[[@CR96]\]. In this work, colloidal lithography was used to etch nanoholes through a stack of TiO~2~-Au-TiO~2~ films (see Fig. [8b](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}). The gold nanohole walls were modified with thiol-PEG carrying a biotin terminal group while the TiO~2~ oxide surface was passivated by poly([l]{.smallcaps}-lysine)-graft-PEG (PLL-g-PEG). On this structure, selective binding of neutravidin to the gold nanohole walls was observed with LSPR. Near-field lithography was suggested for the selective attachment of molecules close to plasmonic nanoparticle hotspots by using a polysiloxane layer containing a nitroveratrylcarbonyl (NVoc) \[[@CR97]\]. The excitation of LSPs at the wavelength 780 nm by a pulsed laser beam locally amplified two-photon absorption of NVoc which leads to its cleavage. This approach was envisaged to open new ways for preparing nanoscale windows around the metallic particles for subsequent selective modification with proteins or synthetic functional polymers. Selective functionalization of gold nanorods prepared by wet chemical synthesis is possible due to the high crystallinity of such nanoparticles \[[@CR98]\]. For instance, cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) that is used for the stabilizing of gold nanorod particles preferably bind to {100} faces of nanorods leaving the {111} nanorod tips available for the attachment of other moieties such as biotin disulfide. A similar approach was employed in PEF studies for the covalent linkage of fluorophores at the preferred longitudinal axis of the gold nanorods \[[@CR99]\].

Affinity Binding at Plasmonic Hotspots {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------

In biosensors, measured sensor signal is calibrated against the concentration of target analyte in an analyzed sample *c* ~α~. For fluorescence-based heterogeneous assays, measured fluorescence signal *F* is proportional to the product of the enhancement factor EF and number of specifically captured molecules on a sensing spot. The relation between the number of captured molecules and the concentration of analyte in a sample *c* ~α~ depends on range of parameters including the means of the analyte transfer from a sample to the surface, density of biomolecular recognition elements *c* ~β~, dissociation affinity binding constant *K* ~d~, and reaction time. By using the Langmuir isotherm, one can show that the fluorescence signal can be described by the following equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This equation holds for the analyte concentrations much smaller than dissociation constant *c* ~α~ ≪ *K* ~d~ and surface reaction in equilibrium. *V* denotes the volume of analyzed sample with an analyte concentration of *c* ~α~, *S* is the surface area of a sensing spot, and *ξ* is the fraction of this area that is occupied by plasmonic hotspots and functionalized by BREs with surface density of *c* ~β~. For large sample volumes *V* and small functionalized surface areas *S*, the sensor response is proportional to term ∼ EF *ξ S c* ~β~ *c* ~α~. In this limit, the effect of strong PEF amplification at sparsely distributed hotspots will not provide substantially improved sensitivity. The reason is that large EF factors are typically associated with strong electromagnetic field confinement which occurs for a low density of hotspots *ξ*. However, Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) indicates that PEF on locally functionalized hotspot would be highly favorable for the analysis of small sample volumes *V* when high affinity BREs are used. For *c* ~β~ *S* ≫ *K* ~*d*~ *V*, Eq. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) yields *F* ∝ *EF V c* ~α~ which translates to the situation when virtually all present molecules are captured at plasmonic hotspots and contribute to amplified fluorescence signal. For example, let us assume that IgG antibodies serve as biomolecular recognition elements and they are immobilized on the hotspot surface with the full packed monolayer density of *c* ~β~ ∼2.5 × 10^−14^ mol/mm^2^. The sensing spot area is *S* = 1 mm^2^, and plasmonic hotspots occupy its 10 % (*ξ =* 0.1). Then, the above condition is fulfilled when that sample volume of 10 μL is analyzed and dissociation constant of BREs is better than *K* ~d~ = 0.25 × 10^−9^ M. Even most of the used antibodies exhibit the *K* ~d~ in the nanomolar range, numerous antibodies with *K* ~d~ as low as 10^−12^ M become available \[[@CR100], [@CR101]\] which opens room for highly sensitive immunoassay detection schemes with spatially confined plasmonic hotspots. It should be noted that another important parameter is the time needed for the collecting of the analyte on a surface. In order to speed up this process, PEF biosensors can be combined with ultrasound sonication \[[@CR102]\], microwave heating \[[@CR103]\], or they rely microfluidic devices \[[@CR104]\].

Biosensor Applications {#Sec18}
======================

Over the last years, we witnessed numerous implementations of PEF into already established laboratory technologies such as fluorescence microarray scanners, fluorescence microscopes, or microtiter plate readers as well as the development of entirely new compact devices that utilize this amplification scheme. PEF nanostructures were mostly combined with immunoassays which offer the advantage of commercial availability of antibodies against a large variety of analytes (see Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). In order to avoid direct labeling of target analyte, there are typically used sandwich \[[@CR105], [@CR106]\] or competitive \[[@CR105]\] assay formats with detection antibody conjugated to a fluorophore (see Fig. [8a](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}).Table 3Overview of PEF biosensors for the detection of chemical and biological compounds with information on analyzed matrix, limit of detection, analysis time, and assay formatAnalytePlasmon modeMatrixLimit of detectionDetection timeAssay typeRef.Model analytes DNASPPBuffer30 pM10 minDirect\[[@CR132]\] DNASPPBuffer1.57 pM30 minDirect\[[@CR89]\] RNALSPBuffer25 fM30 minSandwich\[[@CR133]\] a-mouse IgGLRSPPBuffer20 fM20 minDirect\[[@CR61]\] StreptavidinSPPBuffer50 pM10 minDirect\[[@CR88]\] Human IgGSPPBuffer1 pg/ml (6.7 fM)1 hSandwich\[[@CR106]\] Human IgGLSPBuffer86 pg/ml (0.57 pM)1 hSandwich\[[@CR116]\] Human IgGLSPBuffer0.3 fM1 hDirect\[[@CR107]\]Biomarkers f-PSALRSPPBuffer/serum34/330 fM35 minSandwich\[[@CR92]\] Total PSALSPBuffer/serum0.4/1.8 pg/ml (12/52 fM)1 hSandwich\[[@CR111]\] TNF-αLSPn.a.3 pM2 hSandwich\[[@CR114]\] Troponin ILSPBuffer/blood5/50 pg/ml (0.22/4.3 pM)1 minSandwich\[[@CR115]\] C-reactive proteinSPPBuffer/serum16/26 ng/ml (0.15/0.25 nM)30 minSandwich\[[@CR112]\] UL16-binding protein 2LSPSerum18 pg/ml (0.75 pM)4.3 hSandwich\[[@CR113]\]Pathogens and toxins Aflatoxin M~1~LRSPPBuffer/milk0.6 pg/ml (1.8 pM)53 minInhibition\[[@CR105]\]  *E. coli* 157LRSPPBuffer6 cfu/ml20 minSandwich\[[@CR119]\] SARS-CoVLSPBuffer13.9 pg/mln.a.Sandwich\[[@CR120]\] S-OIVLSPBuffer/serum0.1/1 pg/mln.a.Sandwich\[[@CR121]\] Anthrax protective antigenLSPBuffer0.1 pg/ml40 minInhibition\[[@CR134]\]

The first biosensor implementation of PEF was reported in the beginning of the 1990s \[[@CR58]\], and a decade later, it was reintroduced in the form of a method named surface plasmon-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy (SPFS) \[[@CR104]\]. This approach takes advantage of the enhancement of fluorescence signal via probing the metal sensor surface with SPPs that are resonantly excited at the absorption wavelength *λ* ~ab~ of used fluorophore labels. Another configuration utilizing SPPs for the collecting of fluorescence light at the fluorophore emission wavelength *λ* ~em~ was developed based on surface plasmon-coupled emission (SPCE) \[[@CR62]\]. The most common implementations of SPFS method utilize an optical setup with angular interrogation of SPR and an additional module for the collecting and detection of emitted fluorescence intensity (see Fig. [9a](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In this scheme, analyzed samples are flowed over the sensor chip with SPR-active layer modified by biomolecular interaction elements. The capture of the target analyte occurring on the sensor surface can be observed by combined SPR and measurement of intensity of fluorescence light that is emitted through a sample above the metal surface (see Fig. [9b](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Both SPR and fluorescence signals can be monitored in real time which allowed for advanced biomolecular interaction analysis (BIA) studies \[[@CR88], [@CR93], [@CR104]\]. SPFS was shown to detect molecular analytes such as immunoglobulin G (IgG) at a concentration as low as 0.5 fM \[[@CR4]\]. SPCE is implemented by using a similar Kretschmann configuration as SPFS, but the intensity of fluorescence light that is emitted into a substrate below the metal film is measured. The SPCE detection format with a disposable biochip carrying arrays of embossed paraboloid elements was reported \[[@CR106]\] (see Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). By utilizing SPP-driven excitation and emission of fluorescence light on a thin metallic deposited on top of such elements, IgG assay with limit of detection as low as 1 pg/ml (6 fM) was demonstrated.Fig. 9**a** Optical setup of surface plasmon-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy (SPFS) utilizing angular modulation of SPR. Example of a sensor chip supporting LRSPPs and *E. coli* O157:H7 sandwich immunoassay format. **b** Fluorescence signal measured upon the changing angle of incidence of the excitation laser beam in vicinity to the resonance after binding of target analyte (*E. coli* O157:H7) and reacting with dye-labeled detection antibody on the surface (reproduced with permission from \[[@CR119]\])

Diffraction gratings supporting SPPs \[[@CR88]\] and substrates with metallic nanoparticles exhibiting LSPR \[[@CR72]\] were applied for the amplified fluorescence measurements performed by commercially available fluorescence microscopy and microarray scanners. Typically, an end-point fluorescence signal is measured after the reaction of the analyte with BREs on the surface. In conjunction with commercially available fluorescence scanners, limits of detection between femtomolar and picomolar concentrations were most often reported \[[@CR72], [@CR88]\]. So far, the best limit of detection of 0.3 fM was achieved for direct detection of IRDye-800cw dye-labeled IgG molecules and a dense grating combining NIL-prepared metallic gaps and random metallic clusters \[[@CR107]\]. In general, sensor chips with metallic nanostructures that can be fabricated by mass production-compatible technologies (such as colloidal lithography, NIL, annealing of thin films, or wet chemical synthesis) are better suited for practical PEF biosensors than techniques that require slow and expensive nanofabrication tools (EBL or FIB).

Detection of Biomarkers {#Sec19}
-----------------------

Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) is an established biomarker for the diagnosis of prostate cancer and new technologies for its analysis at concentrations below picomolars are expected to provide a valuable tool for point-of-care diagnosis (POC) of female breast cancer \[[@CR108]\], early identification of prostate cancer relapse \[[@CR109]\], and in forensic applications \[[@CR110]\]. A biosensor for detection of free prostate-specific antigen (f-PSA) using long-range surface plasmon-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy (LRSP-FS) and photo-cross-linked carboxymethylated dextran hydrogel matrix (shown in Fig. [8a](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}) was reported \[[@CR111]\]. As shown by fluorescence kinetics in Fig. [10a](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}, the analyzed sample was firstly flowed over the sensor surface that was functionalized by capture antibodies followed by the binding of fluorophore-labeled detection antibodies. The in situ measured increase of fluorescence signal was proportional to the amount of captured analyte. The sensor allowed the detection of f-PSA in buffer and human serum with the limit of detection (LOD) of 34 fM and 0.33 pM, respectively, in 35 min. This LOD was about four orders of magnitude better than that for SPR-based detection as can be seen from calibration curves presented in Fig. [10b](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}. Metallic nanoparticle-enhanced fluorescence assays were developed for the analysis of PSA in female serum in order to perform diagnosis of breast cancer \[[@CR111]\]. Sandwich assay format was used for the detection of the concentration ratio of f-PSA and PSA conjugated with α-1-anti-chymotrypsin (PSA-ACT) in diluted female serum from healthy personnel and patients with breast cancer. The limit of detection of f-PSA in PBS buffer and diluted female serum was 0.4 pg/ml (12 fM) and 1.8 pg/ml (52 fM), respectively, and the analysis required 2 h. Another cancer biomarker---C-reactive protein---was detected by SPFS with sandwich immunoassay. The limit of detection of 26 ng/ml (248 pM) in human serum diluted 1:20 was reported for 30 min of analysis time \[[@CR112]\]. PEF detection of pancreatic cancer biomarker---UL16-binding protein 2---was implemented to microtiter plate arrays by using a sandwich immunoassay \[[@CR113]\]. In this work, the detection antibody was attached to a 25-nm gold nanoparticle and labeled with Atto633 dyes in order to increase the fluorescence signal associated with the binding event. The limit of detection of 18 pg/ml (0.75 pM) in 1:10 diluted human serum and detection time of about 4.3 h were reported.Fig. 10**a** Kinetics of fluorescence signal for f-PSA sandwich immunoassay and LRSPP-enhanced fluorescence readout. **b** Calibration curves for the direct label-free detection of f-PSA (refractometric---*stars*) are compared to the PEF detection for f-PSA in buffer (*circles*) and in human serum (*triangles*) (reproduced with permission from \[[@CR92]\])

Fluorescence immunoassay for the analysis of human necrosis factor alpha protein (TNF-α-immune-modulator agent) was performed by phase-modulation fluorometry amplified by substrates with silver islands \[[@CR114]\]. Firstly, the analyzed sample was incubated with a detection antibody labeled with the dye DY488. Afterwards, the mixture was brought in contact with capture antibodies attached to the silver islands, and the fluorescence signal that accompanied the affinity binding was measured. The LOD of 3 pM was reported with the detection time of 2 h. A similar approach was adopted for the detection of troponin I (TnI) which is used as biomarker of myocardial damage \[[@CR115]\]. In this work, the sensor chip with silver nanoparticles was subsequently modified with protein A, capture IgG antibody against TnI, and blocked with bovine serum albumin (BSA). Then, the buffer or whole blood sample with TnI was incubated with fluorophore-labeled detection antibody and reacted with the sensor surface. TnI detection in buffer was performed with and without 3-min microwave heating which provided the LOD of 5 pg/ml (0.22 pM) and 0.1 ng/ml (4.3 pM), respectively. For whole blood samples, the LOD of 50 pg/ml (2.2 pM) was obtained when microwave heating was applied. In another example of PEF implementation to microtiter plates, human IgG using was detected by using sandwich immunoassays which for 1 h incubation time provided LOD of 0.086 ng/ml (0.57 pM) \[[@CR116]\].

Detection of Toxins and Pathogens {#Sec20}
---------------------------------

Bacterial pathogens were analyzed based on the detection of specific DNA sequences \[[@CR117], [@CR118]\]. Genomic and exosporium DNA of *Bacillus anthracis* spores were rapidly detected within 1 min at the microgram per milliliter concentrations by using PEF amplification that utilizes gold nanoclusters \[[@CR117]\]. Furthermore, the same work reported the detection of DNA from less than 1,000 vegetative cells in 1 min by using sensor chips combining the PEF amplification with microwave heating-based extraction of DNA. For the immunoassay detection of whole bacteria, PEF amplification based on tightly confined LSP of SPP fields is not possible due to the large (around a micrometer) size of this type of analyte. Therefore, the SPFS detection principle was combined with the excitation of LRSPPs which exhibit a large penetration depth *L* ~p~ (see Fig. [9a](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}). This fluorescence readout principle was carried out for *E. coli* O157:H7 sandwich immunoassay and provided a limit of detection as low as 6 colony forming units (cfu)/ml \[[@CR119]\]. The assay was highly specific and required 20 min. Moreover, LRSPP-enhanced fluorescence spectroscopy was adopted for the detection of aflatoxin M~1~ (AFM~1~) \[[@CR105]\]. This harmful low molecular weight analyte is a metabolite of mycotoxin aflatoxin B~1~ produced mainly by *Aspergillus flavus* and *Aspergillus parasiticus* pathogens. The gold sensor surface was functionalized with a conjugate of AFM~1~ and BSA for the inhibition competitive immunoassay. Monoclonal rat antibody against AFM~1~ was incubated with a sample containing AFM~1~, and the unreacted antibody was flowed over the sensor surface and detected by the amplified fluorescence spectroscopy. The limit of detection of AFM~1~ present in milk was determined to be 0.6 pg/ml (1.8 pM), and the analysis time was 53 min. An assay for severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus (SARS-CoV) nucleocapsid (GST-N) protein was developed with localized surface plasmon-coupled fluorescence fiber optic readout \[[@CR120]\]. The sandwich immunoassays enabled the analysis of recombinant SARS-CoV N protein in a buffer at concentrations as low as 0.1 pg/ml. A similar biosensor platform was employed for the detection of swine-origin influenza A (H1N1) viruses (S-OIV) with the detection limit of 13.9 pg/ml \[[@CR121]\].

Conclusions {#Sec21}
===========

PEF pushed forward the sensitivity and shortened analysis time of assays for the detection of important analytes including biomarkers, pathogens, and toxins. These compounds were detected at low femtomolar concentrations, and the analysis often required only several minutes. We witnessed numerous implementations of this amplification scheme to novel biochips that are compatible with existing microscopy and microarray technologies as well as to entirely new biosensor devices. Up to now, PEF biosensors mostly took advantage of metallic nanostructures providing the amplification of fluorescence intensity by \<10^2^. However, current advances in plasmonics paved ways towards much stronger amplifications which can reach factors \>10^3^. In order to harness such fluorescence enhancement in practical biosensor technologies, these efforts need to be complemented by the development of new methods for precise and cost-effective fabrication of metallic nanostructures and their selective functionalization in plasmonic hotspots. This review article addresses these challenges and discusses possible future ways in this rapidly developing biosensor field that aims at impacting important areas of point-of-care medical diagnostics, food control, and safety.
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